Sentry II Power Drive for Marvin
Supplemental Instruction for Bracket and Cover Application

In order to install your Sentry II Power Drive, follow the enclosed installation instructions from Truth Hardware. When installing the bracket and fitting the cover, follow the steps below.

Applying the Bracket
1. The Power Drive has a post which must be inserted into either the “O” hole for Casemaster units (and Awning units with Op-O-Lock hardware) or the “U” hole for Ultimate Casement units. See figure 1. Using the screws provided, fasten the bracket to the sill as shown. Apply the isolation grommet as directed in the Truth installation instruction. See figure 1.

Note: Make sure the bracket is in the correct orientation. The metal “tabs” should always be facing to the left (from the interior) no matter if the window is a left hand operator or a right hand operator.

Fitting the Cover
2. The cover will only properly fit one way. Reference figure 2 for proper installation.